
ENDF Bugs 
(“Outstanding Problems”)

D. Brown



Trackers vs. ADVANCE  
(man vs. machine)

! Machines are stupid, but can be automated 
• ADVANCE has found many many bugs, many of which can 

be fixed automatically 

! People behave stupidly and really don't like to 
be automated 
• The ENDF trackers are full of human generated errors, 

some of which are easy to fix (e.g. MAT number errors) 
• Many however, defy fixing (energy balance)



Deficiencies noted by ADVANCE 
http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/b7.dev/qa/neutrons/
reports/neutrons.html
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Summary 
of all bugs

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/b7.dev/qa/neutrons/reports/neutrons.html


Deficiencies noted by ADVANCE 
(these are candidates for automatic fixing)

! checkr There is an error in an interpolation table for this data set: 2x 

! fizcon All probability distributions should be normalized to 1, this one isn’t.: 2x 

! fizcon Data for a reaction started at a minimum Ein that is incorrect, based upon 
reaction’s Q value.: 1x 

! fizcon Outgoing energy E’ not energetically allow: E’ <= E-Q.: 7x 

! fizcon The cross section and an outgoing distribution don’t span the same energy 
region.:7x 

! fudge-4.0 Calculated and tabulated Q values disagree.: all of them 

! fudge-4.0 Calculated and tabulated thresholds don’t agree: 28x 

! fudge-4.0 Energy doesn’t balance: all of them 

! fudge-4.0 Energy range of data set does not match cross section range: 124x 

! fudge-4.0 Found a negative probability: 61x 

! fudge-4.0 Unnormalized outgoing probability distribution: most of them 

! njoy2012 An angular distribution is negative: 61x 

! njoy2012 Outgoing energy E’ not energetically allow: E’ <= E-Q.: 42x
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In 2013 CSEWG meeting, I got the OK 
to make these fixes; I started writing 
the fixer code but it’s not done
! Mass related fixes: 

• Sync masses,  
• Q values,  
• thresholds and  
• end-points of E’ spectra  

! Probability fixes: 
• Normalizations of all probabilities 
• Put floor of zero on all probability distributions 

! Synchronize energy ranges between cross sections, 
distributions 

! Line number removal
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2-3 weeks effort to implement



Trackers vs. ADVANCE  
(man vs. machine)

! Machines are stupid, but can be automated 
• ADVANCE has found many many bugs, many of which can 

be fixed automatically 

! People behave stupidly and really don't like to 
be automated 
• The ENDF trackers are full of human generated errors, 

some of which are easy to fix (e.g. MAT number errors) 
• Many however, defy fixing (energy balance)



Summary of current deficiencies in 
GForge
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Summary of current deficiencies in 
GForge
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Summary of current deficiencies in 
GForge
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Can I close 
these? They 
are all from the 
2010 CSEWG 
meeting



Deficiencies in Decay Sub Library
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TrackerItemIDSummary Priority Status Open Date Close DateLast Modified Date

218 Unspecified: Inconsistencies in half-lives 4 Closed 2009-12-07 2015-05-052009-12-07

237 Unspecified: Fission beta-spectra 40% lower than in VI.8 4 Closed 2009-12-07 2015-05-052009-12-07

238 Unspecified: Masses (AWR) inconsistent 4 Closed 2009-12-07 2015-05-052009-12-07

239 Sb-129: Inconsistency in beta decay 4 Closed 2009-12-07 2015-05-052009-12-07

240 Rh-102  Rh-102m: Warning statement in MT451 4 Open 2009-12-07 2009-12-07

816 a problem with the Half-life of Rf-261 or Rf 261m in ENDF VII 1 3 Closed 2013-09-25 2015-05-052013-09-25

826 Kr-90 3 Open 2013-10-31 2013-10-31

840 Er-145 listed as stable 4 Open 2014-03-11 2014-03-14

895 Se-80 listed as radioactive with zero half life 3 Open 2014-09-02 2014-09-02

green == fixed 
yellow == easy fix



Deficiencies in Thermal Scattering 
Law Sub Library
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TrackerItemIDSummary Priority Open Date Follow-ups

232 O in BeO  U in UO2: MAT numbers for thermal scat.   4 2009-12-07 TO DO: trivial fix

233 H in H2O: Wrong ZA value 4 2009-12-07 TO DO: trivial fix

692 U(UO2) and O(UO2) reversed 3 2012-06-25 TO DO: trivial fix

green == fixed 
yellow == easy fix



Gamma sublibrary
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TrackerItemIDSummary Status Open Date Follow-ups

858 Mass of deuteron incorrect Open 2014-05-07

e- mass taken off here, not done in neutron sub library.  ENDF 
manual says to use atomic mass for all targets, so we need to put 
the electrons back.  This will mess up kinematics.  Need new 
evaluation or better rule.

860 Th-232 fissile goofs  part 1 Closed 2014-06-05 LFI flag flipped

861 Th-232 fissile goofs  part 2 Open 2014-06-05
laudable goal to have prompt and delayed nubar, but often best we 
can do is the total nubar, such as was done here.

green == fixed 
yellow == easy fix 
white == isotope fix 
red == major fix spanning several isotopes
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TrackerItemIDSummary Status Open Date Follow-ups

236
H-2: Energy range too short in 
the (d n) reaction Open 2009-12-07 need new evaluation, evaluation stops at 10 MeV

857
Mass of deuteron incorrect d+d 
evaluation Open 2014-05-07

e- mass taken off here, not done in neutron sub library.  ENDF 
manual says to use atomic mass for all targets, so we need to 
put the electrons back.  This will mess up kinematics.  Need 
new evaluation or better rule.

green == fixed 
yellow == easy fix 
white == isotope fix 
red == major fix spanning several isotopes

Deuteron sublibrary
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TrackerItemID Summary Status Open Date Follow-ups

234
H-3: Energy range too short in the 3H(p 
n)3He reaction Open 2009-12-07

need new evaluation, all cross section stop at 
12 MeV

235 a
Ca-40: Inconsistent energy ranges in 
MF3 and MF6 Open 2009-12-07

235 b
Cu-63: Inconsistent energy ranges in 
MF3 and MF6 Open 2009-12-07

669 Pb207 outgoing energies out of order Open 2012-02-23

green == fixed 
yellow == easy fix 
white == isotope fix 
red == major fix spanning several isotopes

Proton sublibrary



nFPY sublibrary
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TrackerItemIDSummary Status Open Date Follow-ups

702 241Pu in the rare earth region Open 2012-08-29 need revaluation

703 As-84m doesn't exist  but we have a fission yield for it Open 2012-08-29 need revaluation

812 FPY has non-existent metastable states Open 2013-09-06 need revaluation

841 IFPY > CFPY for Pu-239 Open 2014-03-14 need revaluation

green == fixed 
yellow == easy fix 
white == isotope fix 
red == major fix spanning several isotopes



…. and neutrons
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TrackerItemIDSummary Status Open Date Follow-ups

196 Be7: Incomplete evaluation Open 2009-12-07  --- Posted By atrkov on 2010-06-28 16:31:38: Message added on behalf of D.E. Cullen:<br /> <br /> &amp;quot;Originally ENDF/B General Purpose File was supposed to ONLY include complete<br /> evaluations that can be used in transport calculations. Other files were set up for special purposes  e.g.  thermal scattering  activation  etc.<br /> <br /> Unfortunately recently there seems to be a competition between data<br /> libraries (ENDF/B  JEFF  JENDL  etc.) to see who can include the most evaluations - to me it looks like today QUANTITY rather than QUALITY is being emphasized  and this reflects poorly on the data libraries that play this game.<br /> <br /> For example  some materials in ENDF/B-VII.0 are a complete joke - such as<br /> 4-Be-7 - which does not even include a total or capture cross section - it only includes a few reactions -  and even these are over a restricted energy range.&amp;quot;<br />       --- Posted By morgan on 2011-06-21 09:51:33: Original issues details:<br /> <br /> I found that the Be7 evaluation does not have MT=1<br /> <br /> Reported by KAWANO Toshihiko &amp;lt;kawano@lanl.gov&amp;gt; on 03/17/08    

199
U-235 238 Pu-239: Too coarse 
fission spectra Open 2009-11-02  --- Posted By dbrown on 2011-10-21 11:08:44: 235U resolved in revision 99 and 239Pu resolved in revision 100.<br /> <br /> 238U remains unresolved.    

204 Eu-153: Negative distributions Open 2009-12-07  --- Posted By jlconlin on 2012-10-26 13:41:21: Still exists in ENDF/B-VII.1.      --- Posted By cmattoon on 2013-03-12 10:45:34: I see the same trouble for MT91  but I also see a problem in MT=2  MF=4. Here the distribution is given as a Legendre expansion  and for incident energy = 20 MeV the probability drops below 0 in several places. The worst case is at mu = -0.44  where P(mu | E ) = -1.1e-03.      --- Posted By cmattoon on 2013-11-09 18:09:18: <p> I just ran into this problem again (it causes our deterministic processing code to produce negative transfer matrix elements).  I'm attaching a picture of the MT=91 neutron distribution at 17 MeV incident neutron energy. Notice that the distribution dips below 0 for outgoing energies from about 3.8 MeV to 6.55 MeV.</p> <p> Negative probabilities also show up for incident energies 16  18  19 and 20 MeV.</p>       --- Posted By pigni on 2013-11-11 07:24:11: Hi Mike et al. <br /> <br /> I keep receiving this email about negative distributions of 153-Eu <br /> although I am not the author of this evaluation.<br /> <br /> I vaguely recall to have discussed the problem with Andrej a few years <br /> ago when I was at BNL.<br /> <br /> In that instance  in order to resolve the problem  Andrej asked for the <br /> input files that generated 153-Eu evaluation (I think the evaluation was <br /> generated by BNL-KAERI using EMPIRE). After that I did not have any <br /> updates on this issue.<br /> <br /> I would take care of it but I do not think this issue is of my concern <br /> because I was never involved in the evaluation procedure. Please let me <br /> know if you could re-assign this task to the original author(s) of the <br /> evaluation. Many thanks.<br /> <br /> Best <br /> Marco<br /> <br /> -- <br /> Marco T. Pigni  Ph.D.<br /> Nuclear Data Criticality Safety<br /> Oak Ridge National Laboratory<br /> PO BOX 2008 MS6170<br /> Oak Ridge  TN 37831<br /> Office 865-576-3357<br /> Fax    865-574-3527<br /> Web    www.ornl.gov<br /> <br />     

208
Mg-26  S-34  K-39: Problems with 
energy balance Open 2009-12-07  --- Posted By atrkov on 2010-07-09 13:58:11: The inelastic cross section in MT4 is slightly inconsistent with<br /> the sum of the partials. The difference amounts to slightly<br /> more than 1%.<br /> <br /> There could be a problem with the emission spectra. The MF4/MF5<br /> representation is used. The distributions below about 1 MeV<br /> drop by two orders of magnitude for incident energies above 13 MeV.<br /> <br /> Consider changing the source library for ENDF/B-VII.1.      --- Posted By atrkov on 2010-07-09 14:06:56: The previous follow-up refers to Mg-26. In case of S-33 and S-34  changing the interpolation flag the cross sections do not change very much  usually less than 5%  except near threshold.<br /> In principle  changing the interpolation law changes the cross sections from what the evaluator intended them to be. The change in the file is trivial  but the implications are not. The interpolation law was not changed.<br /> <br /> In case of S-34 zero background in MF3/MT1 spans the first three points  the fourth is the step change. Linear interpolation must be extended to 4-th point. <br /> The file was updated.    

209
Mo-100: Unphysical peak in MF5 
MT91 Open 2009-12-07  --- Posted By atrkov on 2010-07-02 13:20:20: Mo-100:  Errors in the spectra were reported. The unusual peaks appear near threshold. The energy distribution at threshold is a delta function and can not be represented accurately. Some evaluators describe it by a triangular distribution  some use square  spanning over different energy intervals (from 1e-5 to 1 eV). The evaluators in this case chose a square function between 1 and 2 eV. One could argue that this is not the best approximation  but it is really unimportant near threshold. At higher incident neutron energies the energy distributions of the emitted particles look reasonable.<br /> <br /> Note that the current candidate ENDF/B-VII.1 file contains MF4/MF5 representation of the double differential data. Other libraries JEFF-3.1  JENDL-4 and ROSFOND (BROND-3 evaluation) contain MF6 representation.<br /> <br /> Consider changing the source library for ENDF/B-VII.1.<br />     

213
Np-237: Thermal value to be 
updated Open 2009-12-07

220
Sn-122  Sn-120: Neutron widths of 
resonances Open 2009-12-07

223
Te-132: Problems with energy 
balance  wrong Legendre expansion Open 2009-12-07  --- Posted By atrkov on 2010-07-09 14:31:30: The photon multiplicity at the threshold of MT849 was corrected.<br /> The Q-values of MT103 and 107 were corrected. The file with the above corrections was uploaded.<br /> <br /> The issue of the large number of Legendre order and the energy balance issue can not be resolved at present. Note that PSYCHE does not complain about energy balance in MT91 at 16 MeV or any other energy.    

285
Cr-52: Discrepancy between MT451 
and processed file Open 2010-03-10

290
Li-6: Thermal capture uncertainty 
too small Open 2010-05-03  --- Posted By atrkov on 2010-07-06 12:04:08: Li-6 is a standard  the evaluation of which included not only direct cross section measurements but also inverse reactions  which can be measured with a better precision.<br /> <br /> The uncertainty of 0.3% for the thermal cross section is low.<br /> <br /> However  if one calculates the themal Maxwellian spectrum average cross section and resonance integral  the uncertainties drop to less than 0.15% !!!<br /> <br /> Hm ???    

292 Cl-35: negative cross sections Open 2010-06-02  --- Posted By mherman on 2010-06-02 16:00:54: We need to check  whether the problem persists in the new Cl-35 evaluation.      --- Posted By atrkov on 2010-07-08 13:57:44: Cl-35: The cross sections can now be reconstructed from the resonance parameters  but the following non-conformity with the latest ENDF-6 format specifications were noted:<br />  - ISR flag is not set correctly (previously not used  causes fatal error in codes because they expect scattering radius uncertainty).<br />  - NDIGIT variable is not set. The default in codes is usually 2  but strictly this is a format error.<br /> <br /> The errors were corrected and the file uploaded.<br /> <br /> Comparing the new candidate evaluation with ENDF/B-VII.0 an explanation (or correction is needed in the following:<br />  - Discontinuity in capture at 10 KeV (the ENDF/B-VII.0 file seems to give a smooth cross section).<br />  - Surely something is wrong with the (n p) cross section above 100 KeV. See the plots comparing Cl-35 ENDF/B-VII.0 and candidate ENDF/B-VII.1.<br />     

313
AWR values differ from Audi-
Wapstra 2003 compilation Open 2010-07-05
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green == fixed 
yellow == easy fix 
white == isotope fix 
red == major fix spanning several isotopes 
grey == automated fix possible 
blue == CIELO should fix 
purple == energy balance



…. and neutrons (gulp)
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314 Na-22: Negative cross sections Open 2010-07-09  --- Posted By mherman on 2010-07-09 14:22:27: I disagree with the conclusions in comment [#211]. The total<br /> width is not necessarily the sum of the partials  the difference<br /> is actually the competitive width (see Chapter 2.1 page 51 of the<br /> ENDF-6 manual and Appendix D.3). The total width in the file must<br /> be used to calculate the line shapes. The procedures for defining<br /> the total from File-2 and File-3 are described in D.3.3. The<br /> contribution to the total cross section from the resonance<br /> parameters includes elastic  capture (and fission  if present).<br /> The contribution from the competitive reaction(s) must be included<br /> as background in MF3/MT1.<br /> <br /> In the case of Na-22 the &amp;quot;competitive width&amp;quot; accounts for the<br /> sum of (n a) and (n p) reactions in a crude way. The cross<br /> sections of competitive reactions are not calculated from the<br /> resonance parameters but are given in File-3. The competitive<br /> reactions in this case form the biggest contribution to the total <br /> so the different values of Gn only cause a difference of about 1%<br /> in the cross sections  including the elastic.<br /> <br /> For the sake of consistency I propose to switch back to the old<br /> Gn in the file  although MLBW is very crude for representing<br /> competitive reactions (this is reflected in the large background<br /> corrections  e.g. -675 barns for elastic at 100 eV). It makes me<br /> wonder why bother with the resonance representation at all.<br /> Anyway  this is what we have before someone comes up with <br /> something better.<br /> <br /> Manual corrections to the file were made to ensure smooth cross<br /> section behaviour:<br />          - in the total cross section just about the URR threshold <br />          - in the discrete inelastic cross sections  which dropped to<br />            zero at about 11 MeV. The energy with zero cross section was<br />            shifted to 12 MeV.<br /> The above corrections are not included in the Fix_Na22.bat<br /> procedure  but were done beforehand on the source file.<br /> <br /> The total and inelastic cross sections above 100 KeV were<br /> adjusted for consistency with the sum of the partials.<br /> <br /> I'm waiting for feedback  the corrected file was not uploaded.      --- Posted By dbrown on 2011-10-21 13:37:41: Partly resolved in revision 31.    

315
Cl-35 capture above resonance 
range Open 2010-07-11

316
Cl-37 capture above the resonance 
range Open 2010-07-11

317
Delayed neutron spectra missing in 
library version 93 Open 2010-07-12

570 Kr-78: Energy balance Open 2011-04-12

571 F-19; Energy balance Open 2011-04-12

599 Energy balance Open 2011-06-14

600
Update H1  H2  H3  He3  He4  Li6  
Li7 charges particle emissions Open 2011-06-21

603

U235  U238  Pu239 Use Madland 
2006 systematics for fission energy 
release EFR  ENP  and EGP Open 2011-09-05  --- Posted By morgan on 2011-09-05 09:35:49: Mark Chadwick and Morgan White have been exploring the options to be used for this.  The current thinking is to use the other mean values as defined in the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluations.  The uncertainties for all mean values are adopted from JEFF-3.1.  The other first order polynomial coefficients are adopted from Sher and Beck as defined in the ENDF-6 format manual; the second order coefficients are all zero.  Higher order polynomial coefficient uncertainties are uniformly set to 10%.      --- Posted By morgan on 2011-09-06 05:16:42: 2011-09-06 Added base energy dependent data.  Still need to work on the uncertainties and add appropriate comments to the MT451 section.    

624 229Pa level scheme incorrect Open 2011-10-19

625 remove redundant MF3 in RRR Open 2011-10-21

626
modify parameters for 1st 
resonance in U-236 Open 2011-10-21

631

50V  49Ti  65 67 68 70Zn and 93Nb 
have probability tables with 
incorrect normalization Open 2011-10-21

633
240Pu(n el) thermal cross section is 
very low Open 2011-10-21

636
Neutron outgoing energy too high 
for MF=5 files in 40Ar Open 2011-10-28

637
Neutron outgoing energy too high 
for MF=5 files in 230Sn Open 2011-10-28



…. and more neutrons
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638
Neutron outgoing energy too high 
for MF=5 files in 174Hf Open 2011-10-28

639
Neutron outgoing energy too high 
for MF=5 files in 176Hf Open 2011-10-28

640
Neutron outgoing energy too high 
for MF=5 files in 177Hf Open 2011-10-28

641
Neutron outgoing energy too high 
for MF=5 files in 178Hf Open 2011-10-28

642
Neutron outgoing energy too high 
for MF=5 files in 179Hf Open 2011-10-28

643
Neutron outgoing energy too high 
for MF=5 files in 180Hf Open 2011-10-28

645
55Mn(n a) agreement with data 
very poor Open 2011-10-28

658
239Pu MT=3 file should be 
redundant  but it isn't Open 2011-12-16

660
2H (deuterium) MT=16  MF=6 data 
in wrong frame? Open 2011-12-22

664
204Pb outgoing gamma tables have 
bad norms Open 2012-01-30

665

Covariances for 55Mn angular 
distributions have negative 
variances Open 2012-01-30  --- Posted By atrkov on 2012-01-30 13:31:57: The first thing to do is to check for trivial errors. If they are not trivial  we are opening a can of worms.<br /> <br /> What is calculated is actually the covariance matrix of the P1 scattering cross section (or actually mu-bar*sigma_s). It is assumed that the relative covariance matrix of the product is the sum of relative covariance matrices of the components  assuming no correlation between them (which can not be included in ENDF files anyway). The relative covariance matrix of mu-bar is therefore the difference between the relative covariance matrices af the mu-bar*sigma_s product and sigma_s. It is quite possible that the difference is negative because we ignore the cross correlations  although the covariance matrix of the product mu-bar*sigma_s would still be correct when reconstructed from the given data (which is actually the important quantity for transport calculations).<br /> <br /> I have no solution for this one  if it turns out to be true.<br />     

668
Incorrect covariance values for Li7(n  
gamma) Open 2012-02-09

689
Cf249:  MF=3  MT=57 and 58 have 
exactly the same Q value Open 2012-06-05  --- Posted By dbrown on 2012-06-05 11:32:11: The ENDF format forbids two levels in the (n n')'s to have the same energy.  However  there is no physics reason why two levels can't have the same energy.  <br /> <br /> In this case  the two levels have different spins and parities:<br />    MT   E (MeV)   J     Pi<br />    57  0.31500 17/2 -  *           <br />    58  0.31500 11/2 +         <br /> That said  I agree with Red in this case: according to the evaluation documentation  the level flagged with '*' is a fake level added to the evaluation for the coupled channel calculation.<br />     



… and yet more neutrons
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690 Li-6 MT #s 51-80 have wrong QM Open 2012-06-05

691
Major problems with elastic 
scattering Westcott factors Open 2012-06-08

694

Am241 and Am243: convert 
parameterized Madland-Nix data to 
pointwise? Open 2012-07-13

710
Confused ground-state spin for 
Rh-105 Open 2012-10-15

711 Negative (n el) in Fe-56 Open 2012-10-16

712 Negative (n el) in Ni-61 Open 2012-10-16

738 Discontinuity in Pu242 (n el) Open 2012-10-31  --- Posted By dbrown on 2012-10-31 13:17:43: This seems to be nothing more than the usual discontinuity in going from the RRR to pointwise cross sections  but we are investigating.    

765
40-48Ca have incorrect 
normalization for MT=102 gammas Open 2013-01-15

766
123 124Xe have incorrect 
normalization for MT=102 gammas Open 2013-01-15

767
180 181Ta have incorrect 
normalization for MT=102 gammas Open 2013-01-15

768
185 187Re have incorrect 
normalization for MT=102 gammas Open 2013-01-15

769
204 106 107Pb have incorrect 
normalization for MT=102 gammas Open 2013-01-15

770
231Pa  233Pa  232Th PFNS incident 
energy grid too coarse &lt; 100 keV Open 2013-01-15  --- Posted By dbrown on 2013-02-06 10:19:34: 232Th was corrected in commit 606.  See the attached figures.  Below is a quote from Andrej Trkov:<br /> <br /> Dear Colleagues <br /> The fission spectra of Th-232 were taken from the Russian file  which were not tabulated at low emission energies.<br /> The low-energy tails of the fission spectra are usually linear on log-log<br /> scale. I interpolated the Legendre coefficients linearly (because they may change sign) but extrapolated the P0 component (which defines the spectrum) using log-log interpolation from the first two point above zero. A plot is attached. The deviation from linearity on log-log scale at low energies<br /> comes from the conversion to the Lab coordinate system.<br /> The &amp;quot;bump&amp;quot; in the spectrum at the high-energy tail for incident neutrons above 20 MeV is probably something that came out of the calculations considering multi-chance fission. The bump is two orders of magnitude smaller than the peak  so I would ignore it for the time being.<br /> I checked the impact on a number of ICSBEP benchmarks. The results were the same within the statistical uncertainty of the calculations. The new file is labelled &amp;quot;e71xf&amp;quot; compared to ENDF/B-VII.1 &amp;quot;e71&amp;quot; and ENDF/B-VII.0 &amp;quot;e70&amp;quot;. The extra &amp;quot;e71uf&amp;quot; equals &amp;quot;e71xf&amp;quot;  except that the overall spectra are not renormalized to one  but the difference is negligible.<br /> Best regards  Andrej    

777 Np-237 fission cross section Open 2013-02-15

778
Negative values in distributions for 
U235 and Pu239 Open 2013-03-12



… still more neutrons? gimme a 
break!
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788
Incorrect levels in MF8 for W-180  
182 and 183 Open 2013-05-02  --- Posted By cmattoon on 2013-05-02 17:55:33: Oops  Bret just pointed out that the attached patch file doesn't fix all the incorrect level assignments. For example  in n-074_W_180 MF8 MT44 the excited state of Hf178 is listed as being excited level #1 with level energy = 1.1474 MeV.  That energy actually corresponds to level #5 according to NuDat: http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/chart/getdataset.jsp?nucleus=178HF&amp;amp;unc=nds<br /> So  these patches aren't ready to apply yet.    

802
Incorrect QM for Pb208  MTs 649  
699  749 and 849 Open 2013-06-03 patch included

807
58Co(n p) partials not equalling 
total Open 2013-07-11  --- Posted By dbrown on 2013-07-11 10:52:01: <p> Kent </p> <p> Said and I took a look and it looks like we have a Frankenevaluation...  The upper energy range was done by H.I.Kim using EMPIRE and Said did the resonance range.  58Co is interesting physically because several (n p[i]) channels are open at thermal.  The ENDF format has no facility for charged particle out states in the resonance region (in fact  it can't handle resonances in channels other than (n tot)  (n el)  (n g) and (n f)).</p> <p>  </p> <p> Kim's workaround was to just run EMPIRE down to thermal and above the resonance region he uses EMPIRE for all (n p) channels and in the resonance region  he uses EMPIRE for the partials (MT=600-649) and used Said's interpolated version of the total (n p) for MT=103.  So  that is the origin of the disconnect between the partials and the total in the resonance region.</p> <p>  </p> <p> Now  we can kludge a fix by rescaling one or more (n p[i]) partials to get them to sum up right.  This could be done for the next ENDF release.</p> <p>  </p> <p> However  this is not the right thing to do physically.  To do it right  we'd have to do a new resonance evaluation including active proton channels.  We's also have to greatly extend the ENDF resonance format (using GND or the work that WPEC-38 is up to  but this will take YEARS).</p> <p>  </p> <p> So  our question is  what are you using this for?  If it is a radiochemical application where you are only interested in isotope production  the cross section is all you need.  If it is something like a detector application  the outgoing proton angular distribution might be important in which case you need to do it right.</p> <p>  </p> <p> Either way  I'm putting in an ENDF Gforge tracker.</p> <p> Dave</p> <p>  </p>       --- Posted By dbrown on 2013-07-15 13:42:41: <p> A correction to previous post: the LRF=7 RRR format can accomodate the outgoing proton channels.  We would need to convert the current MLBW parameters + the total (n p) interpolation table to a new set of LRF=7 parameters.  This is still a large task  but at least we don't have to wait for a new ENDF format.</p>     

811
natC: 3.2 MeV line missing from (n 
n') Open 2013-08-07  --- Posted By dbrown on 2013-08-07 07:43:08: <p> BTW  this gamma will also affect simulations of NIF capsules if the capsules have any kind of plastic in them.</p>       --- Posted By dbrown on 2013-08-07 08:35:46: <p> Follow-up from Toshihiko Kawano (LANL):</p> <p>  </p> <p> Dear Galina </p> <p> I have looked into the original ENDF data  and indeed these gamma-lines are missing. The ENDF file gives only the first transition (4.44 -&gt; 0)  and other inelastic gamma-rays are not defined. The one you got (7.65 MeV) was probably generated by a processing code automatically by assuming the 7.65MeV level decays to the ground state  nevertheless this transition (from 0+ to 0+) is prohibitted!</p> <p> The reason of missing gamma-ray information is somewhat historical. In the past there were not so many users who needed this.  But I agree the demand of gamma-ray data is increasing rapidly.</p> <p> If you need a fixed file  I can generate this and upload it to  the BNL web site as a beta version of next ENDF release. Please let us know.</p> <p> with best regards </p> <p> Toshihiko</p>     

814
N14 has MT28 (n np) and MT32 (n 
nd) gammas but no cross section Open 2013-09-17

815

Four rarely used isotopes have 
illegal total angular momenta in the 
RRR Open 2013-09-24 no one will notice if we fix them

827
Problem with Sb124 MT91 neutron 
distribution at threshold Open 2013-11-01

828
Negative distribution in Sm151 (n 
2np) Open 2013-11-09

829 Another problem in Sm151 Open 2013-11-09

836
Re-185  Re-187 scattering lengths 
too low Open 2013-12-18  --- Posted By dbrown on 2013-12-18 08:48:35: <p> Brian </p> <p> I took a look at the version history for Re-185 and I think what happened is that the original ENDF/B-VI evaluation used resonances from the 1984 version of the Atlas.  The new Re-185 evaluation just copied the ENDF/B-VI values over.  The Atlas itself was updated in 2006 so now the Atlas and ENDF/B-VII.1 are out of sync.  I expect the same is true for Re-187.  Given that both evaluations are using 25+ year old RRR  they are probably due for a re-evaluation.  Are you proposing to update just the scattering lengths or some resonance parameters as well?</p> <p> Thanks</p> <p> Dave </p>       --- Posted By dbrown on 2013-12-18 10:42:18: <p> This is a separate issue from the background cross section change mentioned in tracker [#754].  In ENDF/B-VII.1  a smooth background was inadvertantly added to the cross sections and the patch in [#754] removed it.</p>     

837 Mass of H2 in n-001_H_001 Open 2014-01-13

839
B-10: Covariance of inelastic cross 
section Open 2014-01-29

845
Strong discontinuity in 35Cl(n p) at 
RRR-Fast transition Open 2014-03-21



oh god, is this it?
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851
Cu63 & Cu65 angular distributions 
have duplicate points Open 2014-04-10

855

NC-type covariances of O-16  
Pb-204  ... refer to other NC-type 
covariances Open 2014-04-23 Inconvenient, but allowed in ENDF; patch to fix included

878
natC uses Kalbach-Mann 
systematics Open 2014-08-01

888
237Np: gamma production above 
549 keV is too small Open 2014-08-20

892
Cross-reaction covariances of 
Np-237 are typed in wrong order Open 2014-08-26

896 W: Fake residual specified for fission Open 2014-09-19

925
B11 elastic angular distribution dips 
below zero Open 2014-12-17

929 Th-232 has wrong NLIB value Closed 2015-02-17 In ENDF/VII.1, but since fixed

934 MAT number for O18 Open 2015-03-25



Major issues that defy fixing

! energy balance!!!!
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Major issues that affect several 
evaluations

! d mass: with e- or without e- 
! Legendre moment data with absurd Lmax 
! PFNS grid too coarse 
! incomplete evaluation (usu. through 8Be*) 
! total nubar, but no prompt or delayed nubar
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